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• First geophysical monitoring of a neutrally buoyant and electrically conductive tracer.3

• Comparisons between neutrally buoyant and dense tracers highlight very different4

dynamics5

• Neutrally buoyant tracers make geophysical monitoring experiments compatible with6

hydrogeological tracer tests7

Abstract

Electrical and electromagnetic methods are extensively used to map electrically con-8

ductive tracers within hydrogeologic systems. Often, the tracers used consist of dissolved9

salt in water, leading to a denser mixture than the ambient formation water. Density ef-10

fects are often ignored and rarely modeled, but can dramatically affect transport behavior11

and introduce dynamics that are unrepresentative of the response obtained with classical12

tracers (e.g., uranine). We introduce a neutrally-buoyant tracer consisting of a mixture13

of salt, water and ethanol, and monitor its movement during push-pull experiments in14

a fractured rock aquifer using ground penetrating radar. Our results indicate a largely15

reversible transport process and agree with uranine-based push-pull experiments at the16

site, which is in stark contrast to results obtained using dense saline tracers. We argue17

that a shift towards neutrally-buoyant tracers in both porous and fractured media would18

advance hydrogeophysical research and enhance its utility in hydrogeology.19

1. Introduction

Geophysics enables remote monitoring and imaging of subsurface mass transfer at scales20

ranging from decimeters [e.g., Garré et al., 2011; Beff et al., 2013], meters [e.g., Slater and21
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Sandberg, 2000; Singha and Gorelick, 2005], kilometers [e.g., Falgàs et al., 2009; Rosas-22

Carbajal et al., 2015] and beyond [e.g., Zhdanov et al., 2011]. The need for methodological23

developments that ensure appropriate integration of geophysical data in subsurface hy-24

drology have given rise to the research field of hydrogeophysics [Hubbard and Linde, 2011;25

Binley et al., 2015], which has had an impact on hydrology over the last decade [NRC,26

2012]. In hydrogeophysics, geophysical experiments are made to support hydrological27

research and applications. This implies that geophysical data should not only be infor-28

mative of the processes being studied, but also that its acquisition should not perturb29

hydrological data or significantly affect the design of hydrological experiments.30

In order to image tracer (or contaminant plumes) with geophysics, there must exist a31

naturally occurring or imposed contrast in physical properties between the tracer (contam-32

inant) and the surrounding formation water. When such a contrast is present, geophysical33

imaging can provide insight into the transport processes that take place in the hydroge-34

ological system. In situ imaging of transport processes with geophysics may thus help to35

unravel complex processes, such as anomalous transport, dual-domain mass transfer or36

reversible/irreversible dispersion, that are often difficult to infer from breakthrough curve37

analysis alone [Swanson et al., 2012, 2015]. In groundwater geophysics, the contrast agent38

for tracer tests is often dissolved table-salt (NaCl) [Day-Lewis et al., 2003; Singha and39

Gorelick, 2005; Doetsch et al., 2012; Shakas et al., 2016].40

Salt increases the electrical conductivity and enables tracking of tracer plumes using41

electrical [Kemna et al., 2002; Singha and Gorelick, 2005], induction-based electromagnetic42

[e.g., Falgàs et al., 2009; Rosas-Carbajal et al., 2015] or high-frequency electromagnetic43
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[Day-Lewis et al., 2003; Tsoflias and Becker, 2008] methods. Note that the studies men-44

tioned above have been conducted in both fractured and porous-media systems. The45

salinity contrast needed for reliable geophysical imaging implies that the saline solution46

is significantly denser than the surrounding water, which results in buoyancy-induced47

tracer movement; this has been verified in both laboratory experiments [e.g., Istok and48

Humphrey, 1995] and numerical tests [e.g., Beinhorn et al., 2005; Kemna et al., 2002].49

Doetsch et al. [2012] provide a field demonstration of density effects using time-lapse elec-50

trical resistivity tomography. In accordance with numerical modeling, they found that a51

tracer injected in a gravel aquifer rapidly plunged to the underlying clay aquitard. Pre-52

vious field experiments with lower salinity constrasts (and less density effects) at the site53

did not enable reliable time-lapse inversion results.54

In the hydrogeophysics literature, it is rare to find field-based studies in which density55

effects are assessed or accounted for [e.g., Doetsch et al., 2012; Shakas et al., 2016; Haaken56

et al., 2017]. Even if density effects are considered in the modeling and associated inver-57

sion, the ubiquitous use of dense saline tracers in hydrogeophysics is problematic as they58

change the system dynamics [Tenchine and Gouze, 2005]. That is, the use of geophysics59

imposes constraints on experimental design that might be unacceptable for field hydroge-60

ologists. This implies that (1) hydrogeologists might be reluctant to consider geophysics61

in their work if they feel that hydrological experiments will be compromised by using62

dense tracers, (2) that comparisons between hydrogeophysical results and hydrogeological63

experiments using non-salt tracers are difficult and (3) that the inferred system properties64
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and hydrological processes might have low predictive capacity in describing natural flow65

dynamics.66

In this work, we introduce a neutrally-buoyant tracer based on a water-salt-ethanol67

mixture that we refer to as wethanalt. Ethanol is fully miscible and has a similar viscosity68

as water. It is less dense than water and can be used to ensure that the resulting tracer69

solution is neutrally buoyant, while it maintains a high electrical conductivity with respect70

to the formation water. Furthermore, ethanol has the distinct advantage of being non-71

toxic [Thakker, 1998] and biodegradable [Schaefer et al., 2010].72

We present two field experiments in which we demonstrate the value of using neutrally73

buoyant and electrically conductive tracers for imaging transport processes. We consider74

push-pull experiments at a well-characterized fractured rock site with geophysical moni-75

toring using single-hole ground penetrating radar [Dorn et al., 2011, 2012]. Our results are76

compared with previous experiments at the site that were carried out using dense saline77

solutions [Shakas et al., 2016] and a traditional push-pull experiment using a fluorescein78

tracer, without geophysical monitoring [Kang et al., 2015].79

2. Methodology

The properties of ethanol-water and salt-water mixtures have been tabulated [Haynes,80

2016]. To the best of our knowledge, such a laboratory study does not exist for wethanalt81

(ethanol-water-salt mixtures). Here, we present a practical method for obtaining a neu-82

trally buoyant wethanalt mixture by utilizing the existing tables as a guide and further83

fine-tuning the density in the field. In the following section, where not otherwise noted,84

the material properties of ethanol, water and salt are taken from Haynes [2016].85
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2.1. Wethanalt Properties

Ethanol (C2H6O) has a density of 0.789 g · cm−3, relative electrical permittivity of86

25.3 (zero-frequency limit) and dynamic viscosity of 1.203 mPa · s at 20 ◦C. At the same87

temperature, demineralized water (H2O) has a density of 1 g · cm−3, relative electrical88

permittivity of 81 and dynamic viscosity of 1.004 mPa · s. Both liquids are electrically89

resistive and it is the addition of salt to the mixture that will determine the electrical90

conductivity. The most common choice of salt in hydrogeophysical applications is sodium91

chloride (NaCl), that dissociates into Na+ and Cl− ions when dissolved in water.92

Ethanol and water are miscible in all proportions and their mixing results in an exother-93

mic reaction [Peeters and Huyskens, 1993] which leads to an increase in temperature when94

the mixture is prepared. Another property of ethanol-water mixtures is that the dynamic95

viscosity of the mixture is increased compared with the constituents. The maximum vis-96

cosity of the mixture is 2.85 mPa · s (20 ◦C) when the mass proportion of ethanol to water97

is 0.42:0.58. Ethanol does not pose any health risks when diluted with water [Thakker,98

1998] and is bio-degradable [Schaefer et al., 2010], which implies that it may increase99

microbial activity when used as a tracer.100

2.2. Wethanalt Preparation

The preparation of a neutrally-buoyant wethanalt solution is complicated by the facts101

that (1) the density of an ethanol-water mixture does not average arithmetically when102

adding salt and (2) that the necessary precision in density needs to be sufficiently low103

(for instance, Istok and Humphrey [1995] perform a laboratory study and report density104

effects for density variations (∆ρ) in the range 0.0075% ≤ ∆ρ ≤ 0.15%). To achieve105
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this, our preferred field procedure is to first rely on tabulated values in Haynes [2016] to106

obtain a desired density of an initial ethanol-water mixture and then assume arithmetic107

averaging to predict the necessary amount of salt to add, in order for the density to be108

equal to that of the formation water. We then prepare a wethanalt mixture with 5%109

less salt than predicted with this simple model. For our experiments we first mixed 85110

L of demineralized water with 25 L of (99.98%) ethanol; this resulted in an increase in111

temperature of 8 ◦C. The viscosity of the mixture was 2.26 mPa · s according to Haynes112

[2016]. We then pumped formation water through a plastic tube that was coiled in the113

ethanol-water container, in order to reduce the temperature of the mixture to the ambient114

water temperature. Using this approach, we succesfully reduced the temperature of the115

tracer mixture in all wethanalt experiments from ∼ 24 ◦C to ∼ 18 ◦C, while the ambient116

water temperature is 16 ◦C.117

To achieve a neutrally buoyant solution, we relied on Archimedes’ principle, namely,118

that “Any object, wholly or partially immersed in a fluid, is buoyed up by a force equal119

to the weight of the fluid displaced by the object” [Archimedes, 250 BC]. To do so, we120

used two containers; the first filled with the wethanalt mixture and the second containing121

formation water. In the second container, we submerged a balloon that we carefully filled122

with formation water and allowed for any air bubbles to escape. The balloon weighted123

3.5 kg and was slightly positively buoyant, so we further adjusted its weight with plastic124

O-rings (3 g each with a density of 1.1 g · cm−3, resulting in a net submerged-weight125

of 0.3 g per O-ring) until we reached neutral buoyancy (i.e., not observing any vertical126

movement of the balloon when suspended in the middle of the water-filled container). The127
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weight adjustments were made to a precision below 0.1 g · kg−1. We then transferred the128

balloon with the attached O-rings to the wethanalt container, in which we had mixed an129

initial amount (4 kg) of salt in the ethanol-water mixture, well below the amount (4.22130

kg) predicted from arithmetic averaging. We then proceeded to add salt in increments131

between 20-80 g, until the balloon was neutrally buoyant in the wethanalt mixture. In132

the final stage, a total of 4.44 kg of salt was added and the mixture was stirred with a133

mixing propeller to ensure well mixed conditions. This procedure allows us to obtain a134

wethanalt solution that is at most 0.01 % different in density than the formation water.135

While ethanol is biodegradable [Schaefer et al., 2010], it also does not pose any substantial136

health risks after sufficient dilution [Thakker, 1998].137

2.3. Setup of the Field Experiment

We performed the wethanalt push-pull experiments in a well-characterized fractured138

granitic aquifer located in Brittany, France (http://hplus.ore.fr/en). Previous studies139

indicate that flow at the site is dominated by a few, highly transmissive fractures [Le140

Borgne et al., 2007; Dorn et al., 2011]. All the experiments were performed in two adjacent141

boreholes, B1 and B2, that are separated by ∼ 6 m. A double packer system isolated a142

fracture intersecting the B1 borehole at 77.8 m, in which we injected the tracer followed143

by an almost equal volume of formation water (chaser). We then reversed the flow in order144

to retrieve the tracer, either immediately (push-pull) or after a waiting period (push-wait-145

pull) during which the pumps were off.146

GPR monitoring took place at 5 cm intervals between 60 m and 85 m depth along147

borehole B2, that was isolated with a borehole liner [Shakas et al., 2016]. In an ef-148
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fort to further separate the direct wave from the reflections of interest, we reduced the149

transmitter-receiver offset from 4 m by Shakas et al. [2016] to 3.2 m. The final images150

account for this offset during migration.151

2.4. Data Processing

2.4.1. Tracer Breakthrough Curves152

We transformed electrical conductivity values, measured using a conductivity-153

temperature-depth (CTD) diver located at the outlet of the pump used for pulling, into154

salt concentration [Sen and Goode, 1992]. We then removed the background concentration155

and normalized the data to the injected tracer concentration, also with the background156

concentration removed. We also shifted the breakthrough data to account for the time it157

takes for the water to flow through the tubing from the packer to the outflow location.158

The experiments using the dense saline tracer published by Shakas et al. [2016] were per-159

formed in 2014 and the wethanalt experiments in 2016. For both field campaigns, we160

performed a series of tracer experiments. This implies that any unrecovered salt may161

lead to an increasing background concentration over time. To account for this, we present162

the uncertainty in the breakthrough curves (BTCs) with a thickness (see Figures 1i, 2i,163

3) obtained by varying the considered background concentration between a minimum164

(ambient concentration at the beginning of the field campaign) and a maximum (initial165

concentration at the beginning of each experiment). In order to compare experiments with166

different tracer/chaser volumes and flow-rates, we normalize the time of each experiment167

with the theoretical peak arrival time. In an ideal push-pull experiment [Neretnieks,168

2007], the theoretical peak arrival time (tpeak) measured from the onset of pulling de-169
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pends on the duration of both injection (tinjection) and chasing (tchasing) and is given by170

tpeak = tinjection/2 + tchasing. The same formula applies to push-wait-pull experiments in171

the absence of ambient flow.172

2.4.2. Migrated GPR Difference Sections173

The processing of the GPR data is described in Shakas et al. [2016]. To each GPR174

trace, we apply a bandpass filter with a frequency window between 20 and 200 MHz (the175

emitted signal is centered at 100 MHz) followed by minor time shifts to align collocated176

traces. Compared with Shakas et al. [2016], the only difference in the processing was the177

use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to remove the direct wave. We accomplish178

this by decomposing each GPR section that we then reconstruct without the first singular179

value, which corresponds mainly to the direct wave. We then take the difference of each180

section and the reference (taken before the initiation of the push-pull experiment), apply181

a time gain and finally use a Kirchhoff migration algorithm with a constant velocity model182

of v = 0.12 m
ns

. This results in migrated GPR difference sections where the presence of the183

conductive tracer manifests itself as alternating (green-orange) stripes, whose horizontal184

extent is caused by the finite size of the source wavelet [Shakas et al., 2016]. For visual-185

ization purposes, we suppress any reflections that are below the estimated noise level of186

our GPR dataset (computed as 15% of the maximum amplitude).187

3. Results

We now compare the BTCs and the migrated GPR difference sections obtained from the188

combined experiments with a saline tracer and wethanalt. Here, we consider both push-189

pull and push-wait-pull setups. For the BTCs, we use a normalized time, τ = t/tpeak,190
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where t corresponds to the time after the onset of pulling and tpeak is the theoretical191

peak arrival time. We also use a normalized concentration, c = C/C0 that corresponds192

to the measured concentration (C) divided by the initial tracer concentration (C0), after193

removing the background concentration from both. It takes about 3 minutes to acquire194

GPR data over the considered depth range, so each GPR section is indicated by an195

approximate time. The main experimental parameters are listed in Table 1.196

A comparison between the push-pull experiments is made in Figure 1, where all time197

references are made (in normalized time) to the onset of the pulling phase. Figure 1198

displays representative migrated GPR difference sections for the wethanalt (Figures 1a199

to 1d) and saline (Figures 1e to 1h) push-pull experiments, and the BTCs are plotted in200

Figure 1i. At the onset of pulling, the wethanalt tracer (Figure 1a) is localized within201

a depth range of 67 m to 72 m, while the saline tracer (Figure 1e) is found within 69202

m to 76 m. At τ close to 0.25, the wethanalt tracer (Figure 1b) is found over the same203

depth range while the dense saline tracer (Figure 1f) has quickly migrated down towards204

the injection location. These results are in accordance with the peaks of the BTCs that205

occur with τ = 0.9 and c = 0.45 for wethanalt, while τ = 0.27 and c = 0.23 for the dense206

saline tracer. This indicates that the measured peak arrival is close to the theoretical207

peak when using wethanalt, while it is much smaller when using a dense saline tracer.208

Shakas et al. [2016] demonstrated through modeling that this early peak arrival of the209

dense saline tracer was a consequence of density effects and the geometry of the fracture210

network. Reflections from the wethanalt tracer remain visible, from 67 m to 77 m, at211

much later times (Figure 1d) than the peak arrival measured in the borehole.212
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The push-wait-pull experiments are presented in Figure 2. All migrated GPR differ-213

ence sections shown were acquired during the waiting time, so their acquisition times are214

referenced in minutes from the onset of waiting (twait). After the pushing phase (Figures215

2a and 2e), the distribution of both tracers is similar to the push-pull experiment (c.f.,216

Figures 1a and 1e), thereby indicating a strong reproducibility of the experiments. After217

17 minutes, the saline tracer has sunk considerably (Figure 2f) due to its high density218

and is thereafter hardly detectable (Figures 2g and 2h). On the contrary, the migrated219

GPR difference sections for the wethanalt tracer remain almost identical during the whole220

waiting time (Figures 2a to 2d). Once more, the peak arrivals of the BTCs support these221

observations with τ = 0.83 and c = 0.35 for wethanalt, while τ = 0.008 and c = 0.05 for222

the dense saline tracer. Again, the peak arrival of the dense tracer occurs much earlier223

than predicted from the theoretical peak arrival time. Later GPR difference sections (not224

shown) confirm that the wethanalt tracer is still visible in the migrated GPR difference225

sections at times twice as long as the theoretical peak arrival.226

4. Discussion

The migrated GPR difference sections of the two push-pull experiments (Figure 1)227

suggest that different spatial regions of the fractured system are probed when using a228

neutrally buoyant or a dense saline tracer. The saline tracer remains closer to the injection229

location and is not pushed much further by chasing. This is expected since we are trying230

to displace a dense tracer with lighter formation water. Moreover, it is also in accordance231

with flow and transport simulations [Shakas et al., 2016; Haaken et al., 2017]. When232

wethanalt is used as a tracer, the chaser effectively pushes the tracer away from the233
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injection location (Figure 1a) and into upper regions of the fractured system. By doing234

so, the migrated GPR difference sections from the wethanalt tracer probe an additional235

fracture that appears above 70 m depth and beyond 5 m radius (Figures 1a to 1d). This236

fracture is not present in the migrated GPR difference sections acquired with the dense237

saline tracer (Figures 1e to 1h).238

In the push-wait-pull experiments (Figure 2), the impact of density is even more evident.239

While the tracer distribution after pushing is similar to their push-pull counterparts (com-240

pare Figures 1a with 2a and 1e with 2e), the dense saline tracer quickly migrates towards241

the injection location during the waiting period (Figures 2f to 2h). On the contrary, the242

wethanalt tracer provides consistent, high-amplitude reflections throughout the waiting243

period (Figures 2a to 2d), suggesting that the tracer distribution remains the same during244

this time. This indicates that the sinking observed when using a dense saline tracer is245

primarily due to density effects and not to ambient flow, as the ambient flow should also246

affect the wethanalt tracer. This finding is further supported by the similar peak arrival247

times of the wethanalt tracer in the push-pull and push-wait-pull configurations (τ = 0.9248

and τ = 0.83 respectively). Nevertheless, the waiting period allows for more diffusion of249

the wethanalt tracer and possibly some ambient flow effects, that manifest as a decrease of250

the peak concentration in the BTC between the push-pull (c = 0.45) and push-wait-pull251

(c = 0.35) configurations.252

To further assess the suitability of wethanalt as a neutrally-buoyant tracer, we compare253

our BTCs with the push-pull BTC by Kang et al. [2015], performed at the same fracture254

location but with an almost instantaneous injection of a neutrally-buoyant fluorescein255
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tracer (see Table 1 for parameters). To remove the imprint of the injection period from256

the wethanalt BTCs, we model the push-pull experiment as the convolution of a linear,257

time-invariant source operator with the impulse response of the system. We infer the258

impulse-response using an iterative least-squares inversion [Menke, 2012] with smoothness259

and positivity constraints [Cirpka et al., 2007]. Convergence is reached when the positivity260

constraints stop changing. In order to compare the late-time slope of the BTCs, we261

normalize concentration to the peak concentration and time to the peak arrival time,262

and plot the BTCs in Figure 3. The push-pull experiment shows a late-time tailing263

comparable to the BTC from Kang et al. [2015], while the push-wait-pull experiment264

indicates a smaller slope. This indicates that the wethanalt BTCs are consistent with265

the fluorescein BTCs, in particular regarding the late time concentration decay, which is266

important for investigating anomalous transport and dual domain mass transfer processes.267

5. Conclusions

Our results suggest that wethanalt, a mixture of saline water and ethanol, is a suitable268

tracer for conducting geophysical monitoring using electrical or electromagnetic methods,269

when density effects are undesirable. Tracer test experiments conducted in push-pull and270

push-wait-pull configurations, in conjunction with single-hole GPR monitoring, confirm271

that wethanalt provides a strong GPR signal and does not exhibit the density-driven272

downward flow observed in our past experiments with dense saline tracers [Shakas et al.,273

2016]. Therefore, wethanalt may significantly improve our ability to monitor flow and274

transport processes in-situ with hydrogeophysical methods, without the complications of275

density-driven flow and instabilities. Indeed, our results suggest that if a dense saline276
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tracer is used, it is possible that observations (and inferences) made about the hydrogeo-277

logical system are unrepresentative of the ambient conditions and may differ significantly278

if a neutrally buoyant tracer is used instead. We also propose a practical way to prepare a279

wethanalt mixture with a high electrical conductivity at ambient density for any freshwa-280

ter hydrogeological application. Additionally, wethanalt is bio-degradable, comparatively281

cheap to produce and does not pose any health risks. We anticipate that wethanalt or282

other neutrally-buoyant saline tracers will play an important role in advancing hydrogeo-283

physics and in-situ monitoring of transport processes. Moreover, since the buoyancy of284

wethanalt can be adjusted, wethanalt mixtures open a new window on the use of buoyant285

and non-buoyant tracers for studying density effects.286
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Table 1. Experimental parameters for: (a) push-pull and (b) push-wait-pull with

wethanalt, (c) push-pull and (d) push-wait-pull with a saline tracer and (e) the fluorescein-

based push-pull experiment by Kang et al. [2015].

ID Tracer
volume [L]

Tracer
salinity [g kg−1]

Ethanol [%] Tracer
density [kg m−3]

a 106 40 22.73 1000

b 106 40 22.73 1000

c 100 44 0 1044

d 100 42 0 1042

e 1 0 0 1000

ID Chaser
volume [L]

Waiting
time [min]

Pumping
rate [L min−1]

Mass
recovery [%]

a 113 0 2.9 92 ± 3

b 108 120 2.9 78 ± 3

c 90 0 3.3 71 ± 9

d 90 227 3.3 50 ± 10

e 400 0 5 87
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Figure 1. Results from two separate push-pull experiments using either wethanalt or

a dense saline tracer (experiments a and c in Table 1, respectively). The migrated GPR

difference sections for (a-d) wethanalt and (e-h) dense saline tracers are presented at

similar normalized acquisition times (τ), where the black circle corresponds to the tracer-

injection location. The corresponding breakthrough curves are plotted in logarithmic

scale (i) as a function of normalized time and normalized concentration (c). The resulting

uncertainty due to the background salt concentration is indicated by the thickness of each

curve.
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Figure 2. Results from two separate push-wait-pull experiments using either wethanalt

or a dense saline tracer (experiments b and d in Table 1, respectively). The migrated

GPR difference sections for (a-d) wethanalt and (e-h) dense saline tracers are presented

at similar acquisition times referenced from the waiting phase (twait), where the black

circle corresponds to the tracer-injection location. The corresponding breakthrough curves

are plotted in logarithmic scale (i) as a function of normalized concentration (c) and

normalized time (τ) since the initiation of pulling. The resulting uncertainty due to the

background salt concentration is indicated by the thickness of each curve.
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Figure 3. Inferred impulse-response breakthrough curves for the wethanalt experiments

(experiments a and b in Table 1) obtained by deconvolution. The uncertainty associated

with the unknown background salinity is represented by the thickening of the lines at late

times. For comparison purposes, we also plot the breakthrough curve from the push-pull

experiment by Kang et al. [2015] described in Table 1.
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